
Lara ist schwangerLara is pregnant

Foto-Story



Foto – Love -
Story
Lara is pregnant

Lara Becker is 16 years old 
and since 3 months
In a relationship with JonasThis are Lara`s parents. 

Her father is a pastor and should not know about 
Jonas

This are Lara`s best friends Jana und Sarah.

This is Jonas. He is 16 years old 
And the hottest boy at school..



Lara vomits sometimes in the last weeks…
Her menstruation is also past due!!!

She goes to the gynecologist Dr. Schmidt, who makes a pregnancy test. POSITIV !!!!!

Lara, you are pregnant in 
the 9`th week. Here are 

some informations which 
might help you…

Oh, why do I 
feel so sick?

Oh, no! How 
should I tell my 

parents ?



Lara is hopeless. That is the reason why she wants to talk to Jana und Sarah.

I have been at the 
gynecologist. I`m 

pregnant!!! What shoud 
I do now?

Did you 
already tell 

Jonas?

Oh shit, what 
about her 
future…



At school she tells Jonas about 
Her pregnancy.

Jonas…. ähm, do you 
remember, we didn`t prevent… 
and now I´m pregnant. I`m very 

hopeless!!!

Watever you 
decide, I will do 
my very best to 

help you!



Lara tells her mother about the pregnancy.

Do you 
have a 
minute 
for me?

Oh, no, 
you are 

so 
young…

We can manage 
it together. We`ll 
find a solution!

I`m pregnant!



Lara tells her father obout the special situation…

MOM SAID YOU ARE 
PREGNANT??? What a shame! 

You will abort?, 
You will not get my permission 

for that! 

I`m totally 
confused! What 
schould I do?



Lara is pregnant

Which possibilities are there for her 
situation?

Editoria of the BRAVO:
Foto- Love- Story „Lara is pregnant“

• Two editorial groups should be made:
► Editorial group „ Lara gets her child“
► Editorial group „Lara makes a pregnant-abortion“
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